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a b s t r a c t
In 1956, W.T. Tutte proved that a 4-connected planar graph is hamiltonian. Moreover, in
1997, D.P. Sanders extended this to the result that a 4-connected planar graph contains a
hamiltonian cycle through any two of its edges. We prove that a planar graph G has a cycle
containing a given subset X of its vertex set and any two prescribed edges of the subgraph
of G induced by X if |X| ≥ 3 and if X is 4-connected in G. If X = V(G) then Sanders’ result
follows.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and result
We use [2] for terminology and notation not defined here and consider finite simple graphs only. In 1956, Tutte [7]
proved:
Theorem 1 ([7]). Every 4-connected planar graph on at least three vertices is hamiltonian.
In 1997, Sanders [5] even showed:
Theorem 2 ([5]). Every 4-connected planar graph on at least three vertices has a hamiltonian cycle through any two of its edges.
We will define the connectivity of a subset X of the vertex set of a graph G as follows. Let G be a graph, X ⊆ V(G), and G[X]
be the subgraph of G induced by X. A set S ⊂ V(G) splits X if the graph G− S obtained from G by removing S contains at least
two components each containing a vertex of X. Let κ(X) be infinity if G[X] is complete, or the minimum cardinality of a set
S ⊂ V(G) splitting X.
Let us remark that G is k-connected if and only if κ(V(G)) ≥ k. Hence, with X = V(G), Theorem 2 is a consequence of the
following Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. If G is a planar graph, X ⊆ V(G), |X| ≥ 3, κ(X) ≥ 4, E ⊂ E(G[X]), and |E| ≤ 2, then G contains a cycle C with X ⊆ V(C)
and E ⊂ E(C).
Note that Theorem 3 can be extended in the sense that a graph G has a cycle containing X if X ⊆ V(G), |X| = 2, κ(X) ≥ 2, and
X is independent. However, if T is a tree, X ⊆ V(T), |X| ≤ 2, and T[X] is complete then κ(X) = ∞ and T does not contain a
cycle at all. Since there are 3-connected non-hamiltonian planar graphs, the inequality κ(X) ≥ 4 cannot be weakened.
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2. Preliminaries
The following lemma is a consequence of Menger’s Theorem [1,2,4].
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph, X ⊆ V(G), and k ≥ 1.
Then κ(X) ≥ k if and only if for every x, y ∈ X with xy 6∈ E(G) there are k internally disjoint paths from x to y.
For a graph G, S ⊂ V(G), and a component H of G − S, let G′(S, V(H)) be the graph obtained from the subgraph of G induced
by V(H) ∪ S by adding all possible edges between vertices of S.
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph, S ⊂ V(G), 1 ≤ |S| ≤ 3, and H be a component of G−S such that S is contained in a cycle C of G−V(H)
if |S| = 3 and G− V(H) has a path P with ends in S if |S| = 2. Furthermore, let X ⊆ V(H) ∪ S.
(i) If G is planar then G′(S, V(H)) is planar.
(ii) If κ(X) ≥ k in G then κ(X) ≥ k in G′(S, V(H)).
Proof of Lemma 2. (i) If |S| = 1 then G′(S, V(H)) is a subgraph of G and (i) holds in this case. Let |S| ≥ 2 and F be the plane
subgraph of G spanned by V(H)∪ S∪V(C) if |S| = 3 or spanned by V(H)∪ S∪V(P) if |S| = 2. An embedding of G′(S, V(H)) into
the plane is obtained from F by deleting V(C) \ S or V(P) \ S, respectively, and adding all possible edges between vertices of S.
(ii) If |S| = 1 then G does not contain a path with ends in G′(S, V(H)) and at least one inner vertex not in S ∪ V(H). Hence,
each path connecting two vertices of G′(S, V(H)) in G is also a path of G′(S, V(H)), and (ii) holds in this case by Lemma 1.
Let |S| ≥ 2 and x, y ∈ X be such that xy 6∈ E(G′(S, V(H))). Then not both x and y belong to S; hence, let x ∈ V(H). Then
xy 6∈ E(G) and, by Lemma 1, there are k internally disjoint paths from x to y in G.
If y ∈ V(H) then, since |S| ≤ 3, at most one of these paths contains a vertex not in V(H) ∪ S. If such a path Q exists
then it is not a path of G′(S, V(H)). Let in this case the path Q ′ of G′(S, V(H)) be obtained from Q by deleting all vertices in
V(Q) \ (V(H) ∪ S) and adding an edge between the two vertices of V(Q) ∩ S. Therefore, there are k internally disjoint paths
from x to y in G′(S, V(H)).
If y ∈ S then let l of these k paths contain a vertex of V(G) \ (V(H) ∪ S). We have l ≤ 2 if |S| = 3 and l ≤ 1 if |S| = 2. If
l = 0 then we are done. If l = 1 then we argue like in the case before (even if all three vertices of S belong to that path). Let
l = 2, Q1 and Q2 be these two paths, and S = {y, u, v}. Without loss of generality let {y, u} = V(Q1) ∩ S and {y, v} = V(Q2) ∩ S.
Delete all vertices of (V(Q1) ∪ V(Q2)) \ (V(H) ∪ S) and add the edges yu and yv to obtain k internally disjoint paths from x to
y in G′(S, V(H)). 
Let G be a 2-connected plane graph. For a subgraph H of G a bridge B of H in G is the following subgraph of G. Consider a
component F of G−H (if it exists), let N(F) be the set of neighbours of F, and put V(B) = V(F)∪N(F) and E(B) = E(F)∪({xy|x ∈
V(F), y ∈ N(F)}∩E(G)). N(F) and V(F) are called the set T(B) of touch vertices and the set I(B) of inner vertices of B, respectively.
The exterior cycle of G is the cycle CG bounding the infinite face of G. A path P of G on at least two vertices is a Tutte path
of G if and only if each bridge of P has at most three touch vertices and each bridge containing an edge of CG has two touch
vertices. (Note that a bridge of P cannot have less than two touch vertices since G is 2-connected.)
In 1956, Tutte [7] proved that for x, y ∈ V(CG) and α ∈ E(CG) a 2-connected plane graph G contains a Tutte path from x to
y containing α. Theorem 1 [7] is a consequence of this result. In 1983, Thomassen [6] improved Tutte’s result by removing
the restriction on the location of y, and finally in 1997, Sanders [5] established Lemma 3. Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 ([5]). Let G be a 2-connected plane graph. Let α be an edge of CG, and let x and y be arbitrary distinct vertices of G. Then
G has a Tutte path from x to y containing α.
Sanders [5] gives an example showing that in Lemma 3 the restriction on the location of α cannot be removed.
A cycle C of a 3-connected planar graph is called a Tutte cycle of that graph if each bridge of C has exactly three touch
vertices. Lemma 4 is a consequence of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. A 3-connected planar graph has a Tutte cycle through any two of its edges.
Lemma 5. Let C be a Tutte cycle of a 3-connected planar graph G, X ⊆ V(G), and κ(X) > 3. If X is not contained in C, then it is
contained in some bridge of C. In particular, X contains at most three vertices of C.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let x ∈ X \ V(C). Then there is a bridge B of C with x ∈ I(B) and |T(B)| = 3. Assume there is a vertex
y ∈ X \ V(B). Then T(B) splits x and y contradicting κ(X) > 3. Hence, X ⊆ V(B) and X ∩ V(C) ⊆ T(B). 
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3. Proof of Theorem 3
Assume that Theorem 3 does not hold and let G be a counter-example to Theorem 3 such that |V(G)| is minimum. Because
|X| ≥ 3 and κ(X) > 1 (Lemma 1), G has a cycle containing at least two vertices of X. This cycle is contained in a block of G
and again, because κ(X) > 1 and Lemma 1, this block contains all members of X. If G is not 2-connected then by Lemma 2,
and the choice of G, a cycle through X and E is contained in this block — a contradiction. Hence, we may assume that G is
2-connected.
Assume there is a set S = {u, v} ⊆ V(G) such that S splits V(G). Because κ(X) > 2 and Lemma 1, there is a component H
of G− S such that X ⊆ V(H) ∪ S. G− V(H) has a path P with ends in S because G is 2-connected and S splits V(G). G′(S, V(H))
contains the desired cycle C′ with X ⊆ V(C′) and E ⊂ E(C′) because G′(S, V(H)) is planar, κ(X) ≥ 4 in G′(S, V(H)) (Lemma 2),
and |V(G′(S, V(H)))| < |V(G)|. If C′ contains the edge uv then let C be obtained from C′ by replacing uv by P; otherwise let
C = C′. C is a cycle of G with X ⊆ V(C) and E ⊂ E(C) contradicting the choice of G.
Hence, we may assume that G is 3-connected.
Each of the following cases contradicts the choice of G completing the proof of Theorem 3.
Case 1: |X| = 3.
By a theorem of G.A. Dirac [3], any three vertices of a 3-connected graph belong to a common cycle. If C is a shortest cycle
of G containing X, then E ⊆ E(G[X]) ⊆ E(C) — a contradiction.
Case 2: E = {α,β} and α and β are independent.
Consider a Tutte cycle C throughα andβ (Lemma 4). Then |X∩V(C)| ≥ 4 becauseα andβ are independent. With Lemma 5,
X ⊆ V(C) — a contradiction.
Case 3: |X| ≥ 4, E = {α,β}, and α and β are adjacent.
Let α = xy and β = xz with x, y, z ∈ X. Let C be a Tutte cycle of G through α and β; we have X\V(C) 6= ∅. Then, by Lemma 5,
there is a bridge B of C such that X ⊆ V(B) and X ∩ I(B) 6= ∅.
If |V(C)| ≥ 4 or V(C) splits V(G) then |V(G′(T(B), I(B)))| < |V(G)| and, by Lemma 2 and the choice of G, G′(T(B), I(B))
contains a cycle C′ with X ⊆ V(C′) and E ⊂ E(C′). C′ does not contain the edge yz since |X| ≥ 4; hence, C′ is a cycle of G — a
contradiction.
Thus, we may assume that V(C) = {x, y, z} and that C is a cycle bounding a face of G. Let G be embedded into the plane
such that C = CG. The graph H = G − {x} is plane and 2-connected, and yz ∈ E(CH). Consider a Tutte path P of H from y to
z containing an arbitrary edge of CH different from yz (Lemma 3), i.e. |V(P)| ≥ 3. Let D be the cycle of G obtained from P by
adding the vertex x and the edges α and β. If X \ {x} ⊂ V(P) then D contradicts the choice of G.
Thus, let B be a bridge of P with I(B)∩ X 6= ∅. If B has three touch vertices at P then E(B)∩ E(CH) = ∅ by the definition of a
Tutte path. Each neighbour of x in G belongs to V(CH) and V(CH) ∩ I(B) = ∅. Hence, x is not a neighbour to I(B) in G and T(B)
splits {x} ∪ (I(B) ∩ X) in G — a contradiction.
Thus, B has two touch vertices at P in H and, because G is 3-connected, x is a neighbour to I(B) in G and B has three touch
vertices at D in G. We have X ⊆ V(B) because κ(X) ≥ 4. Since |V(D)| = |V(P)| + 1 ≥ 4 not all vertices of G belong to B. Hence,
G′(T(B), I(B)) has a cycle C′ with X ⊆ V(C′) and E ⊂ E(C′). We have T(B) = {x, y, z} and, therefore, G′(T(B), I(B)) is a subgraph
of G. Hence, C′ is a cycle of G — a contradiction.
Case 4: |X| ≥ 4 and |E| ≤ 1.
Choose independent edges α and β of G such that E ⊂ {α,β} and consider a Tutte cycle C through α and β. X ⊆
V(C) contradicts the choice of G. Let B be a bridge of C such that X ⊆ V(B) (Lemma 5). Because |V(C)| ≥ 4 we have
|V(G′(T(B), I(B)))| < |V(G)|. Again, G′(T(B), I(B)) has a cycle C′ with X ⊆ V(C′) and E ⊂ E(C′). If C′ contains an edge between
two vertices of T(B) which is not present in G, then replace this edge by a suitable subpath of C to obtain a cycle of G
contradicting the choice of G. 
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